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the first great thing about metal gear solid 2 is that it is a game where you can do
anything you want. you can walk into enemy territory, and you can kill anyone you want.

you can capture your enemies, and you can kill them in whatever way you want. you
can go under the radar, and you can perform all sorts of dubious and grotesque actions.
you can spend the whole game as a baby-faced blond who can't do anything at all, and

you can spend the whole game as a towering giant, and you can kill everyone in the
game. you can have the game be a conspiracy thriller, or you can have it be a talk-show.

you can go into the mushroom kingdom. you can be a little girl, or you can be a fat,
balding man. you can be a boy with a cap. you can be a baby. you can be an old woman,
and you can be an american soldier who has a career and a family and a mortgage. you

can be a hero, you can be a villain. the new game inherits many of the structural
elements of metal gear solid 2, but remains faithful to the ethos of metal gear solid. in
this game, the story - or, at least, the way in which the story is presented - is told not

through the eyes of solid snake, but through the eyes of naked snake. the story is about
the militarisation of america, and how a new superweapon, arsenal gear, may change
the balance of power in the world. to be clear, the story has been removed from the
game, but the mechanical elements are largely unchanged. the game is about the

balance of power, specifically the military and technological balance of power. the game
is presented as a mission, and an ally, as opposed to a series of cutscenes. the soldiers
of the konami code are in the game, and interact with the player. this is an interesting

idea, because it is a reminder that the game is not a video game. it is a game of
misdirection, and a moral tale. it is concerned with the actions of the human race, not

just the quest of a particular character.
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the pc version of metal gear solid: substance is practically identical to its console
counterparts. the pc version of metal gear solid: substance received a second update on

march 14, 2010, adding compatibility with windows 7. it also features an updated
engine, better graphics and textures, a new rendering mode, and a new rendering

technique that enables lower-resolution textures without sacrificing graphical quality.
however, metal gear solid: substance for pc has been ported to newer hardware. for
example, it has been ported to newer processors and gpus and has been recompiled

with a new audio engine. however, the steam version is not compatible with the newer
versions of the game and can not be updated. this is because the steam version is built
on the gamebryo engine, which was developed by saber interactive and was, therefore,
not compatible with the updated audio engine. for the metal gear solid 2 collection on
pc, the disc includes the original game, metal gear solid 2: substance, and metal gear

solid: substance, with the latter two having the added bonus of the vr missions and the
demo discs. in fact, the whole experience of playing metal gear solid has the feel of an
epic journey, not a mission. the little story missions are like a foretaste of the deeper,
more prolonged plots to come, and the trite little exchanges that litter the incidental

conversations of the game are the product of kojima's fascination with the minutiae of
everyday life. he is after all the creator of the familiar, the protagonist of fatal instinct,
the secondary character of silent hill, and the comically idealistic yoshi's land. he has

explored the tragedy of the human condition, the interconnectedness of the world, and
the power of paranormal phenomena to unnerve and disturb. and that, in kojima's world,

makes him a game designer of rare imagination. 5ec8ef588b
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